Subject: I didn’t inhale
“I didn’t inhale.”
That was what Bill Clinton said when he was running for president 25 years ago, dodging
questions about whether he had committed any crimes.
For some, the comment was funny...
… During the Tonight Show, Johnny Carson said, “That’s the problem with Democrats. Even
when they’re doing something wrong, they don’t do it right.”
At the time his comments were controversial, and many thought it could have cost him the
election. After all, smoking pot was against the law!
But times are changing, fast.
Whether or not you believe in “legalizing weed”, it’s happening.
Currently, 26 states have legalized medical marijuana, and seven states have legalized
recreational marijuana.
I live in Colorado where recreational marijuana became legal a few years ago and once I saw
the huge lines of people waiting in the snow to buy pot on January 1st, 2014, I knew I was
witnessing something HUGE.
And that's one of the reasons I love cannabis so much.
(Even though I didn’t inhale either.)
I love it because it’s one of the most ROCK SOLID investments I can see on the horizon for the
next decade, and it’s going to make a whole lot of people very rich.
And when weed becomes legal at the federal level (investment bank Ackrell Capital believes it
could be as soon as 2020), the floodgates will open wide.
Canada is scheduled to fully legalize pot in every way… across the ENTIRE country in July
2018 and when that happens it won’t be long until the U.S. does the same.
What will that mean for companies that sell marijuana and other related products?
What about the people who invest in those companies?

I’ll just say this.
Since Cannabis products have become legalized, Americans have spent $970 million on it in
2015, $1.8 billion in 2016, and $2.5 billion in 2017.
By 2021 that amount is estimated to exceed $14.9 billion.
Are you curious about this investment opportunity?
Click here to get more information about this huge potential for growth. (link)
I’ll tell you exactly how to get started investing in pot.
Susan
P.S. Want to see some specific pot stocks that are soaring right now? Click here.

